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Groups of Transformations of Kaehler
and almost Kaehler Manifolds

by S. I. Goldberg1), Cambridge, Mass. (USA)

In his Princeton lectures delivered in 1956, Lichnerowicz proved that the
largest connected Lie group CQ (E2n) of conformai transformations of a compact

Einsteik-Kaehler space E2n (n > 1) of positive Ricci curvature
leaves the KAEHLERian structure invariant. This resuit is of particular interest
in the study of homogeneous spaces, for, every compact homogeneous
KAEHLERian space admits if the group of conformai transformations is semi-simple
an invariant Einstein-Kaehler metric. In a subséquent paper, this resuit
was extended to Kaehler manifolds2), in gênerai, by employing an intégral
formula giving a characterization of an infinitésimal analytic transformation
in terms of the Ricci curvature. Indeed, if M2n (n > 1) is a compact Kaehler

manifold the largest connected Lie group C0(M2n) of conformai
transformations coincides with the largest connected group A0(M2n) of auto-
morphisms of the Kaehler structure. For n 1 it coincides with the largest
connected group of analytic homeomorphisms.

Now, if M is a compact almost KAEHLERian manifold, it is known that the
largest connected group of affine transformations with respect to the Rie-
MANNian connection coincides with the largest connected group A0(M) of
automorphisms of the almost KAEHLERian structure. It was recently shown
that C0(M) AQ(M) in the case where dim M 4ifc, so that for thèse
dimensions a conformai map is an affine transformation and conversely [4],
It is the main purpose of this paper to extend this resuit so that it holds for
ail dimensions. We shall prove

Theorem 1. The largest connected Lie group of conformai transformations of
a compact almost Kaehler manifold M2n(n > 1) coincides with the largest
connected group of auiomorphisms of the almost Kaehler structure, that is

If the almost complex structure is completely integrable and cornes from
a complex analytic structure we obtain as an immédiate conséquence the

1) This research was supported by the United States Air Force Office of Scientific Research
of the Air Research and Development Command under Contract No. AF-49 (638)-14.

Presented at the International Colloquium on Differential Geometry and Topology, Zurich,
June, 1960.

a) The manifolds, differential forms and tensorfields considered are assumed to be of class C7».
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theorem of Lichnerowicz [6]. The proof given in [6] was recently extended
to include the almost Kaehler manifolds as well [9]. Indeed, an intégral
formula is established relating a certain tensorfield (whose vanishing, in the
KAEHLERian case, gives a necessary and sufficient condition for an infinitésimal
transformation to be analytic) with the Ricci eurvature of the manifold. The
dérivation of this formula is rather complicated as it involves several lengthy
non-trivial computations.

Our method of proof does not differ essentially from that given in a previous
paper [4] for the spécial case previously mentioned, that is, it stems from the
same gênerai formula (cf. équation 4 below) upon which the results of this
paper dépend. For the sake of completeness and because of its intrinsic in-
terest we shall reproduce this resuit thereby giving an alternate proof for the
dimensions àk.

In § 8, Theorem 1 is generalized to include those compact orientable Rie-
MAKNian manifolds carrying an harmonie form of a given degree whose
coefficients satisfy a certain relation.

2. In the noncompact case it is shown that an infinitésimal analytic
conformai map of a pseudo-KAEHLER manifold is a homothetic map, and hence
also an affine transformation corresponding to the RiEMANNian connection
(cf. Theorem 5). We shall also consider infinitésimal maps whose covariant
forms are closed. Indeed, let X be a vector field on a pseudo-KAEHLERian
manifold whose image by the almost complex structure operator J is an
infinitésimal conformai map preserving the pseudo-KAEHLERian structure.
The vector field JX is then "closed," that is its covariant form (by the
duality defined by the metric) is closed. We shall show that, in gênerai, a
"closed conformai map" is a homothetic transformation. In fact, the follow-
ing theorem is proved :

Theorem 2. // M2n(n>l) is a complète pseudo-KAEHLERian manifold
which is not locally flat a closed infinitésimal conformai map is an automorphism
of the pseiido-KAEB.LEB.ian structure.

In the locally flat case we may prove

Theorem 3. Let M2n (n > 1) be a complète locally flat pseudo-KAEHLERian

manifold. Then, a closed infinitésimal conformai transformation of bounded

length is an automorphism of the pseudo-KAEHLERian structure.

Remark. The linear space A of ail closed infinitésimal conformai maps of
a compact Kaehler manifold M2n is an abelian subalgebra of the Lie
algebra L of infinitésimal conformai transformations of M2n(n> 1). An
alternate way of expressing this is to say that any two éléments of A are
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in involution. If the first betti number vanishes A (0). To see this, we
observe first that the image by J of an élément X of A is isometric (cf. proofs
of Theorems 2 and 3). Hence, S Ci- 0, where f is the covariant form of
X and G the complex structure operator applied to forms. By Theorems 2

and 3, Xc^40(Jf), that is dOf vanishes. It follows that Of is harmonie
and therefore since M is a Kaehler manifold f is also harmonie. The
condition S | 0 implies that X is an infinitésimal isometry. But a harmonie
vector field which is at the same time a Kjlling field must be a parallel

field of vectors. For X, YeA, Z ^^-, Y= rf~ox% oxt

dx" n dxk

0

where Dk dénotes the covariant derivative with respect to the canonical
connection.

(The summation convention is used throughout.)
If we consider the subalgebra of closed bounded conformai maps the com-

paetness condition may be replaced by completeness.
3. A real manifold M2n of even dimension 2n is said to be almost complex

if there is a linear transformation J defined on the tangent space at each
point which varies differentiably with respect to local coordinates and whose

square is minus the identity, that is if there is a real tensorfield F\ on M2n

«atisfying ^ _ ^ (i, j,k i, 2n)

In a coordinate neighborhood of an even dimensional real manifold with
coordinates x1,..., x2n complex coordinates may be introduced by setting
%î #? -}- Ix**11, j 1,...,%. The almost complex structure given by J
is called completely integrable if the manifold can be made into a complex
manifold with local coordinates z19...,ztl, so that operating with J is
équivalent to transforming dz* and dz* into idz* and — idzK In this
case multiplication by i in the tangent space has an invariant meaning.

Consider a manifold M^ admitting a 2-form

co A dxj

of rank 2n everywhere» If co is closed the manifold is said to be symplectic.
Let g be a metric on M%n with the property

FihFi%gkl gu (i,j,k9l=l,..., 2n)
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Such a metrie always exista. The operator J acting in the tangent space at
each point J : f* -> (i (X) a>)k

(where i(X) is the interior product by X operator) defines on M2n an
almost complex structure and together with g an almost HERMiTian structure.

If the manifold is symplectic with respect to the fundamental form co the
almost HERMiTian structure is called almost KAEHLERian. In this case, M2n
is said to be an almost Kaehler manifold. In such a manifold the fundamental
2-form co is both closed and co-closed, that is harmonie. If J defines a
completely integrable almost complex structure M2n is said to be pseudo-
KAEHLERian. If the almost complex structure cornes from a complex structure
M2n is said to be a Kaehler manifold, A Kaehler manifold is thus an
HERMiTian manifold which is symplectic for the fundamental 2-form of the
HsBMiTian structure.

4. A transformation / of a complex manifold is said to be analytic if it
préserves the complex analytic structure. The corresponding almost complex
structure J is therefore invariant by /. If two complex analytic structures
induce the same almost complex structure they must coincide. Hence, in
order that / be analytic it is necessary and sufficient that J be preserved.
If the manifold is compact it is well known that the largest group of analytic
transformations is a complex Lie group [2].

Let G dénote a connected Lie group of analytic transformations of the
complex manifold M. To each élément A of the Lie algebra of G is as-
sociated the 1-parameter subgroup at of G generated by A. The
corresponding 1-parameter group of transformations Rat on M (Bat • P

P-at, P e M) induces a (right invariant) vector field I on Jf. From
the action on the almost complex structure J it follows that 6(X)J vanishes
where 6(X) is the Lie derivative operator applied to J. An infinitésimal
analytic transformation is an infinitésimal transformation defined by a vector
field X satisfying 6(X)J 0. On the other hand, a vector field on M
satisfying this équation générâtes a local 1-parameter group of local
transformations of M. In order that a connected Lie group G of transformations
be a group of analytic transformations it is necessary and sufficient that the
vector fields on M induced by the 1-parameter subgroups of G define
infinitésimal analytic transformations. If M is complète every infinitésimal
analytic transformation générâtes a 1-parameter global group of analytic
transformations of M.

Consider a RiEMANîrian manifold M with metrie g. By a conformai
transformation of M is meant a differentiable homeomorphism f of M onto
itself with the property that f*g ~ atq
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where /* is the induced map in the bundle of frames over M and a is a
real differentiable function on M. If a is a constant / is said to be homo-

thetic. If the metric is preserved (a 1) / is an isometry. The group of ail
the isometries of M is a Lie group with respect to the natural topology.
Let 0 dénote a connected Lie group of conformai transformations of M
and L its Lie algebra. To each élément A of L is associated the 1-para-
meter subgroup at of 0 generated by A. The corresponding 1-parameter
group of transformations of M induces a differentiable vector field X on
M. From the action on the metric tensor g we conclude that

where A is a real differentiable function depending on X. A vector field
satisfying this équation is called an infinitésimal conformai transformation.
If M is complète every solution of 6(X)g Xg générâtes a 1-parameter
global group of conformai transformations of M.

In terms of a System of local coordinates the (symmetric) tensor 6(X)g
has the components

Hence, if dim M m an infinitésimal conformai map is a solution of the
équation 2

0.

5. Let oc and /S be any two p-forms on a compact and orientable Rie-
MANNian manifold Mm. Then, for any vector field X on Mm it follows
from Stokes' theorem and the identity

di(X) + i(X)d
that

J 0(X){* a * fi) J di(X)(<x a * fi) 0

where d (X), i (X) and d dénote the opérations of Lie dérivation, contraction

(interior product) and exterior dérivation, resp. and * dénotes the duality
(star) operator of Hodge. We employ the notation for the global scalar

product t p\ r a u. p(oc,P) J<xA*j8.

Since 6 (X) is a dérivation

Mm

If, therefore, we put _
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that iS
ë(X) (- l)»'+w * 6(X) * (1)

(e(X)cc, fi) («, 0(Z)/?) (2)

It follows that the operator 0(X) is the dual of 0(X). One therefore obtains

fl(X) &(« + «(*)« (3)

where f Xidxi is the covariant form for X and g(|) is the dual of i(X) :

that is / *% „

for any p-form oc. The operators 6(X) and d commute and, elearly, so do
their duals as one may also infer from (3). Moreover, if g dénotes the metrie
tensor of Mm

(0(X) + ï(X))oc oc-dè + rr-l
' «<!,... ir-i fir+» • • • ipdxîl A • • • A d

Lemma 1. TAe harmonie forma on a compact and orientable

manifold M are invariant under the Lie algebra K of the largest connected

group of isometries of M. _
The proof dépends on the fact that 6(X) + 6(X), X e K annihilâtes

harmonie forms [3], Since X is an infinitésimal motion, d(X)g 0 from which
it follows that d£ vanishes also. If a is a harmonie form dO (X)ot 6 (X)d<x 0

and ô6(X)<x — ôO(X)<x — F(X)âoc 0. Hence 0(X)oc is a harmonie
form. But 0(X)a di(X)<x from which by the Hodge décomposition of a
form 6(X)oc vanishes.

Lemma 2. The harmonie forms of degree p =—- of a compact, orientable

manifold M of even dimension m are invariant under the Lie
algebra L of the largest connected group of conformai transformations of M.

Indeed, let X be an élément of L. Then,

O(X)g=-ldÇ.g (5)

and, from (4) _ 2
0(X)oc + 0(X)<x 1 - ^A (5| • ex

Lemma 3. 1/ dim M 2, the inner produit of a harmonie vector field and
a vector field defining an infinitésimal conformai transformation is a constant
on M.
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This is clearly the case if M is a Riemann surface.
6. In a compact almost Kaehler manifold M the fondamental 2-form

a) which is canonically defined by the almost HERMiTian metric is closed
and co-closed. The Laplace-Beltrami operator A dô + dd and the
operator L:<x -> a a to (a: a p-form) do not commute in gênerai. In fact,

LA - AL dCdC + CdCd

However, since C co co, ALco LA(o 0 from which we may conclude
that œk is a harmonie 2&-form. Hence, if dim M 4 Je and X is an
infinitésimal conformai map it follows from Lemma 2 and compaetness that
6(X)cok vanishes. Now, 0(X)cok kO(X)a) a co*"1, and so since the map
L defines an isomorphism between the spaces AP(M) of p-forms over M
and AP+2(M) for p <£ 2k — 2 we conclude that d(X)a> vanishes, that is
X defines an automorphism of the almost Kaehler structure. That the auto-
morphisms are isometries is seen as follows: Since co is closed, 0(X)co

di(X)o) and hence i(X)a> is closed. Thus, by the Hodge-de Rham de-

composition of a form i(X)(o d& -f H[i(X)<o] for some real G00 func-
tion 0 ; the operator H is the harmonie projector. Since i (X) co C f,

from which we conclude that d| vanishes.

Remark. In an almost Kaehler manifold the operators G and H do
not commute. Nevertheless, if A is a harmonie 1-form its image by C has

zéro divergence. However, if a is an effective closed _o-form (p ^ 1), ôCa
vanishes.

Prooî ol Theorem 1. This is an application of équation (6) applied to the
fondamental 2-form co:

6(X)co + 6(X)a) (l - ^
Applying d to both sides of this relation we dérive since 0(X) and ô

commute and the fact that dco vanishes

Taking the global scalar product with C| we hâve since the manifold is
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compact
(ôd(X)co,C£) (0(X)a>, dO$) (O(X)o, 6(X)a>)

and
(Cdôg, d)

Hence,

where we hâve employed the notation ||<x||2=JaA*<%. The l.h.s. being
M

non-negative and the r.h.s. non-positive we conclude for n > 1 that 0(X)(o
vanishes.

For n > 2 it is immédiate that <5f 0, that is X is an infinitésimal
isometry. For n 2 a previous argument gives the same resuit. Hence,
C0(M*n) A0(M*n).

7. Throughout this section we assume that M is a pseudo-KAEHLEBian
manifold. Let X be a vector field on M whose image by the almost complex
structure operator J is closed. Then, X is an infinitésimal automorphism
of the pseudo-KAEHLER structure since the fondamental form co of M is
closed. Dénote by t(X) the tensorfield 6(X)J modulo i(X)Da) where D
is the covariant differential operator. For pseudo-KAEHLER manifolds Dco

vanishes, that is t(X) and 6{X)J coincide. If J is induced by a complex
structure the vanishing of t(X) characterizes the infinitésimal analytic maps.
Let t be a covariant realtensoroforder 2 and dénote by J again the operator

Since FikFngkl g^, Jco g where we dénote by J once again the induced

map on 2-forms. The tensorfield t(X) associated with a given tangent vector
field X is given by

It is easily checked that t{JX) Jt(X). Therefore, if X is an analytic
map so is JX and the dimension of the group of analytic homeomorphisms
of any complex manifold is even.

Lemma 4. For any vector field X

6(X)co + J6(X)g
Indeed,

- (t(X))4j F^D^ - D
Fhj(6(X)g)ih
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Theorem 4. A vector field X defines an infinitésimal analytic transformation
of a Kaehler manifold if and only if Jd(X)o) 0(X)g, that is when applied
to the fundamental 2-form the operators 0{X) and J commute.

Let t(X) dénote the 2-form corresponding to the skew-symmetric part of
t(X).

Lemma 5. For any vector field X on a pseudo-KAEHLER manifold

'd(X)œ - 6(X)co ÔÇ-co - 2t(X)

This is a straightforward application of équation (4) and Lemma 4.

As an immédiate application of équation (6) and lemma 5 we obtain

Theorem 5. An infinitésimal analytic conformai map of a pseudo-KAEHLER

manifold is necessarily homothetic.

Lemma 6. For any vector field X on a compact pseudo-KAEHLER manifold M

|| 6(X)co ||2 || ÔS ||2 + 2(t(X), 6(X)a>)

The proof is based on that of Theorem 1.

Corollary. An infinitésimal transformation of M satisfying Jd(X)g 0

is an automorphism of the pseudo-KAEHLERian structure.

Theorem 6. Let X be an infinitésimal analytic transformation of a compact
Kaehler manifold. Then

\\d(X)<o\\ \\Ô!;\\.

Hence, a divergence free analytic map is an infinitésimal automorphism of
the Kaehler structure.

This follows immediately from Lemma 6. An application of Lemma 4

together with Theorem 4 results in

Theorem 7. Let M be a Kaehler manifold. Then, in order that an
infinitésimal analytic transformation be the image by J of an infinitésimal isometry
it is necessary and sufficient that it be closed.

This generalizes to the non-compact case a theorem of Lichnerowicz [7].

Proof ol Theorem 2, Since | is closed,
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that is t(X) is a symmetric tensorfield. Since 0(X)g d£-g it follows
from Lemma 4 that

t(X) 0(X)a>+—d£.<o. (7)

Hence, t(X) is also skew-symmetric and must therefore vanish. It follows
that ddÇ a co 0 and for n > 1 we may conclude that dô£ vanishes, that
is X defines a homothetic transformation. But a homothetic map of a
complète connected RiEMANNian manîfold which is not locally flat is isometric
[5], hence volume preserving and therefore from équation (7) we conclude
that the fundamental form is preserved.

Proof of Theorem 3. Every homothetic transformation of a RiEMANNian
manifold is also an affine transformation corresponding to the RiEMANNian
connection. Moreover, an infinitésimal affine transformation of a complète
locally flat RiEMANNian manifold is an isometry if and only if its length is
bounded.

Semarks. (a) Clearly, if the manifold is compact every vector field has
bounded length.

(b) Every conformai map of a complète flat space is homothetic but this
is not sufficient to insure that it is an automorphism of the pseudo-KAEHLEBian
structure.

(c) It is known that every affine transformation of a complète pseudo-
KAEHLERian manifold whose Ricci curvature is non-degenerate is an
automorphism of the pseudo-KAEHLEBian structure.

(d) If X is a homothetic transformation of an almost KAEHLERian manifold

M the 2-form 0(X)co is harmonie. Indeed, 0(X)co is closed. Moreover,
from the proof of Theorem 1 it is also co-closed. If dim M 4 this is so for
any infinitésimal conformai transformation.

(e) M. Obata has communicated to us the following resuit (unpublished) :

"A closed infinitésimal conformai transformation of a (locally) reducible
RiEMANNian manifold is homothetic." This means that only an (absolutely)
irreducible RiEMANNian manifold can admit closed non-homothetic maps.

For non-compact Kaehler manifolds an infinitésimal isometry X need

not be analytic. Indeed, the condition d(X)o) di(X)a) where 0(X)a> is
a harmonie 2-form does not imply that 0(X)e& vanishes. However, if the
manifold is complète the proof of Theorem 2 shows that a closed infinitésimal
conformai transformation X is analytic and, in this case X is isometric.
Without the assumption of completeness we may conclude in any case that
an infinitésimal isometry which is closed is analytic and, in fact by Lemma 4

préserves the fundamental form.
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Let X and Y be infinitésimal automorphisms of an almost Kaehler
manifold M. Since 0([X, Y]) m vanishes where co is the fundamental
2-form of M, [X, F] is also an infinitésimal automorphism. Moreover,

i([X, Y])a> 6(X)i(Y)co - i(Y)6(X)co

i(X)di(Y)œ + di(X)i(Y)co

di(£ A rj)co

Put Z [X,Y]. Then, CÇ i(Z)co di(| a rj)co. Hence, if the Lie algebra
of infinitésimal automorphisms is abelian

)ù) eonst.

for any infinitésimal automorphisms X and Y.

Remark. We hâve assumed throughout that the manifolds under considération

are of elass C°° It is known that on an almost complex manifold M2n
of class C2n+1 with completely integrable almost complex structure defined
by a tensorfield of class C2n it is possible to introduce complex analytic
coordinates [8]. Under thèse conditions every pseudo-KAEHLEBian manifold
is difïerentiably homeomorphic with a Kaehler manifold. Our results are
valid if the C00 condition is replaced by only CB. Then, only in the case

n 1 is it known that a pseudo-KAEHLERian manifold is KAEHLEidan.
8. In this section we assume that Mm is a compact orientable

manifold on which there is defined an harmonie ;p-form

(X ah ,,,ipdxil A A dxijf
with the property

For p 2, Lichnerowicz has shown that the metric of any
space with an almost complex structure can be modified so that (P) is satis-
fied. It is well-known that a compact semi-simple Lie group carries an
harmonie 3-form whose coefficients satisfy the property (P). More generally,
let H(m,p) dénote a compact orientable RiEMANNian manifold satisfying
the property (P)3). Then, the proof of theorem 1 yields

3) Thèse spaces were defined and studied by R. S. Clabk in his paper "On conformai équivalence

of Riemannian manifolds which admit an exterior form" Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. v. Wet. A,
19 (1956), 198-203.
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Theorem 8. An infinitésimal conformai rnap of an H(m,p), m> 2p is
an infinitésimal isometry.

Corollary. An infinitésimal conformai map of an m-dimensional compaœt

semi-simple Lie group (m ^ 6) wiih the canonical (left-invariant) metric is an
infinitésimal isometry.

Harvard University and Wayne State University
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